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Individual Assignment 3 
Problem statement: Email harassment to teacher 

Evidence: Two harass emails, from the first email, it is able to map the IP to a room with three girls. Those girls are not in Lily’s class. 

Solution: 

In this assignment, we will use NetworkMiner to solve the problem.  

1. First Load the given Pcap file then you will be given the layout as shown below 
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The first screen or layout provides us with a lot of information, it’s difficult to start from here. One thing we could do at this 

step is to filter out which ip address performs a lot of actions by Sort Host on bytes sent.  

2. A very good starting point to this problem is going to the “Message” tab.  

 
There are two messages here, the most important message is the second one since it is exactly what Lily received. We can start 

from here. 

The output provides us three information 

- The message is sent with a frame number: 84366 so we can start from this frame number backward to save time 

- The source host is 192.168.15.4, we can filter only activities related to this address 

- The operating system on the source host is Apple (Apple_iOS). 

3. The next step, we would like to know which browser the attacker uses to send the message. The reason to look for this 

information can give us two things: 

a. Some credential information might be used if we look at this browser 

b. Other related activities may reveal some information 

After playing around with all other tabs, I found the “Parameters” tab to be the most relevant tab to answer my question since 

it includes information such as Frame Number, Brower type or iOS. First, we filter out the activities related to ip address 

192.168.15.4 then scroll down and look for frame number 84366 
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To interpret the browser, we simply put the whole parameter value on Google  

Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1) => 

Internet Explorer 6 on Windows XP SP2MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1) 

So we can think that, the attacker may use Virtual Machine installed with Windows XP SP2 and use IE to send the message. 

4. The next step is a very long and it consumes a lot of time because we have to trace back around 95000 packets. To make it’s 

easier we need to filter out only activities related to this Browser. 

https://developers.whatismybrowser.com/useragents/parse/2045-internet-explorer-windows-trident
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Right above the frame 84366 is the frame 84091 which uses this browser to perform mail activity, this email activity may give 

us who logins. 

 
At this point we have evidence that joachj@gmail or Johnny Coach may be the one who sent the harassment email to Lily but 

we need more evidence to close the case. 

There are several frames related to willselfdestruct.com that sent before and after the frame number 84091, this is a good 

point to say that the attacker keeps these connections open. Next we found another email 
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If we keep looking all the frames sent by this browser, we can get a very interesting activity at the frame number 75685 

 
When the attacker performs a search on yahoo with the keywords: Can I go to jail for harassing my teacher? 

And If we go back more at the frame number: 75095 then we get another search: I want to harass my teacher 
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And more: sending anonymous email 

 
 

And: How to annoy people 

 
 

At this point we can conclude that Johnny Coach is the attacker because of the following evidence. 

- He performs a series of searches related to annoy, harassment, anonymous message 

- He is the only one who uses IE 6.0 in Virtual Machine (other browsers run in Mac OS) 

- The sessions or frame number connects to “willselfdestruct.com” occurs simultaneously when he logins to his Gmail 

account which means that he performs this connection (because it uses the same browser) in such a short time.  


